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 This book provides guidance on the psychological and psychological adjustments we make in
retirement.Retirement can sometimes bring up unexpected challenges that challenge who we are and
what we are able to reasonably be prepared to accomplish in the remaining years of our lives.
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Disappointed. It's an excellent resource to help with the main life transition. Dealing with new roles can
be challenging but abandoning old ones that have been part of a person for so long could be
harder."Section of her advice is to use what she calls the "4 S Program" of knowing one's Scenario, one's
Personal, and one's Support as the basis for defining one's Strategies in seeking success via a retirement
path. "Each story differs. Good book once and for all retirement Good book, particularly if finding your
way through retirement, or in retirement and having difficulty getting your mind, body, spirit to handle it.
Good planing! My just hesitation with the reserve is that many of the people interviewed are upper
income/upper management retirees. It is sometimes tough to have the ability to relate to some of the
transition complications/solutions talked about in the book when you're approaching retirement from a
middle income/middle administration or blue color perspective where finances could make a few of the
options much less viable solutions. The reserve offers many excellent suggestions to assist retirees to get
their way through this era of adjustment! However, there's much valuable information included in Retire
Wise, Retire Happy rendering it a worthwhile read for all those going to and already retired. Valuable
Insight on Retirement Transition Strategies I've been happy to find the book, "Retire Wise, Retire Happy,"
by Nancy K. Schlossberg, (APA Life Tools, 2004). I think it gives me valuable insight in to the multiplicity
of retirement transitions; plus, it gives me tools to make use of in preparing for, understanding and
managing this inevitable series of retirement transitions. Same stories of people's experiences which are in
book after book. But, she says, "I really do not want to lose sight of the fact that I am retired."There is no
one retirement story, simply as there is absolutely no one solitary retiree and no single retirement path,"
she says. And it had been recommended to me by way of a professor who specializes in aging at a major
university." But she also tells us that "Transitions certainly are a process over time" and that "there is a
structure that cuts across all transitions that can help you consider charge. This book is the greatest
resource I know.And she defines five general categories of paths retirees take "as they proceed with the
task of getting a new life." They are the "continuers," "adventurers," "searchers," "easy gliders," and
"retreaters." Each of these categories is expanded upon and brought to life via stories of real retirees.Data
for the book originates from interviews with 100 people and several focus groups, blended, as I've said
above, with valuable insight collected by the author from her own retirement trek. One example of the
latter comes within her preliminary retirement transition when she discovers that "things finally started to
gel for me." At that point she is normally tempted to increase her load of pension activities and
obligations. And I'm convinced that the reason why the publication comes out so well is because the
author, herself a retiree, understands of retirement transitions first hands. I am right here to enjoy
sunlight, beach, nature, dinners out, theater and even more."Here we get the writer presumably in a
relatively comfortable "resting place" between retirement transitions. And what she actually is telling us
that, once the time comes, she is confidently equipped with transitional tools to use in her continuing
quest to "Retire Smart, Retire Happy.""Only for retirees," she provides, "this prolonged search can be
grounded in wisdom and experience. Excellent book for folks planning retirement - or already retired but
with "problems". Certainly, managing the 1st transition from work to pension is usually a big one, and
attaining tips and insight into how exactly to manage that one may obviously be useful for brand-new
retirees. But also for those folks past that changeover and feeling great about who we are in retirement, it
offers us tools to cope with the continuing blast of transitions that people inevitably face. Thus, this work
takes us further along our way inside our quest for an effective retirement phase of our lives. As such, it is
a important addition to the body of worthwhile books about retirement. Not well worth the kindle cost. I
have been fighting retirement for days gone by four years and read many books. I liked the book so very
much I reread it.This book really provided concrete information that has been helpful. The various paths
described were useful in assisting me recognize that I didn't have to go out and start a Fortune 500
business or reinvent the web to reach your goals in retirement. There are numerous gems of wisdom



throughout this publication which I remind myself of when Personally i think frustrated. Personal tales
conveying this would have been much more helpful. Thanks Dr. Schlossberg. Please compose more!..
Excellent book for people planning retirement - or already retired ."The author makes a good argument
that the management of transitions may be the key to being "successful" in retirement. Different take I'm
really enjoying this reserve. This book deals with the social and psychological issues that promote
themselves immediately upon retirement - the necessity for "applause", how exactly to replace workplace
friends, the importance of connectedness, The reserve is normally comforting and encouraging. Should be
required reading for anybody making such a big change in lifestyle. Good Information I definitely buy
into the other reviews for the reason that this little book is well done with a lot of interesting tips and
information.About half of it is good if you're pretty much adjusted to it. Excellent Food For Thought This
author looks at retirement through a lens that focuses on the social, emotional, and self actualization areas
of this life change!My personal favorite of the retirement books I've read up to now is How exactly to
Retire Happy, Wild, and Free by Ernie Zelinski.It's an excellent resource to greatly help with the major life
transition I have given this to everyone I know who retires. We was hoping this reserve would be helpful
in preparing my expectations for retirement, but I was disappointed. In case you are section of a married
couple and retiring from the professional position you might find the book helpful, but see point 2. below.
Five Stars Excellent, very much worthy of reading for me-) Another reserve in a crowded category.
Ironically the writer offers the statistic that 40% of the ladies over 65 are one, so we're nearly a minority. I
wondered if individuals who aren't retiring or retired from a professional position might also feel
excluded. This category is usually missing something or I've not found it. Four Stars An easy go through
that provides practical ideas. I have now had the very best month of my retirement previously four years.
Workplace pension seminars, in my experience, focus on financial security in retirement. It's making me
really think about how pension will happen. Often the statements is made that it had taken
time--years--for a person to adjust to retirement, however the author was extremely sparse on providing
cognitive and psychological processes used by people who were successful in making the adjustments.
Despite the fact that there was a token amount of references to both solitary people and nonprofessionals,
as a single professional girl, I felt excluded.We find the reserve to maintain positivity and tightly written,
doing an excellent job of blending actual pension scenarios with sage advice. An extremely helpful book I
am so glad I found this book. Second of all, and maybe my larger criticism is that this book lacks
instructional detail on how to psychologiclly go about making the adjustments into retirement. Finding
your way through retirement, emotionally/psychologically handling not being able to retire when in the
beginning planned, and actual retirement. It helped me decide to retire. Good planing!
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